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Building the Clean Economy through Energy Parks:
   A program for the reuse of property
to produce renewable energy,
create environment enhancements
and community resource development.
   A model to producing income for
local governments and land owners.
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Building the Clean Economy through Energy Parks:

A program for the reuse of property to produce renewable energy, create environment enhancements and community resource development.

- This is the practical application of renewable energy technology with multiple types of renewable energy generation all of which must be financially viable.

- There will be environmental enhancement to improve the property with the opportunity to create marketable environmental credits.

- The creation of community beneficial programs that include green jobs, recreation, and education are equally important and can be financially self supporting.

The Parks can often take distressed property and return them to economically successful community assets. These programs generate funds that are returned to the community and the land owner.

The Annapolis project will turn a $380,000 per year cost to a project that will generate a Million dollars a year in income.